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15 Years as an Online Newsletter

Goaman Europa Design

A milestone has been reached…..

Attractive photographic essay found in folder.

OK, this is very slightly adrift time-wise owing to the
need for flexible publication dates, but sixty issues does
equate to four copies annually for 15 years.

Going through some electronic files, your
compiler came across the ‘gutter pair’ of
two Michael Goaman Europa photographic
images shown below.

Hopefully you will have obtained some useful info from
the 742 pages of text and 2,894 images. I know that, I
have acquired a great deal of information that I might
never have become aware of thanks to the feedback
received from readers. Perhaps here is a good place to
remind everyone that I always welcome reports of
material that I have yet to record if it meets the criteria.

Note how the country is shown as “NOM
DU PAYS” (name of country), and that it
bears a British face value of one shilling
and six pence. The background to this
essay is not known, but it is a nice item
from an artist now sadly deceased. *

Readers who subscribe to this free newsletter have
consistently been at just under one-hundred collectors,
with lots of you having been with me since issue one.
Many more are known to download odd, or all, issues
without being on the official mailing list.
Not one reader has requested to be removed from mailings, except through poor health. Sadly, we have also lost
several enthusiasts through death and they will always be
remembered by me for their contributions to our hobby
and to this newsletter in particular. James Negus, Mike
Holt, Francis Kiddle, John Holman, John Larson and,
most recently, Stuart Henderson are especially missed by
me, as they were regular correspondents and I counted
them as philatelic friends. I must also make mention of
the stamp printing staff who gave of their time (and
patience!) to me, namely William (Bill) Dorricott and
John Harley, both ex-Harrison and Sons, and Jennifer
Toombs, the stamp artist.
I am unsure what the future of the publication holds, but
so long as there is an appetite for the information and
there is still the will for me to write it, it will hopefully
continue. Thank you all for your support.
GLENN *
© Glenn H Morgan FRPSL

A Fanciful Item from Format
It is not remotely what it purports to be

Your compiler is getting more and more
disillusioned with what the marketplace is offering
as apparently legitimate items. The latest to cause
him angst is from St Vincent and was offered on
eBay, where else. (eBay is a great place to sell
dubious items such as this thanks to a largely
philatelically ignorant customer-base… and sometimes equally ignorant dealers.)

Spend your £30 on something worthwhile, not on
this profit-inspired rubbish. *

Described as: “St Vincent 1987 Ruby Wedding
$2.50 (Duke of Edinburgh) unmounted mint imperf
single with centre inverted mounted on Format
International proof card with special first day
cancellation, produced for publicity purposes, but
very few exist, as SG1082var.”
What respectable stamp printer would ever allow an
imperforate “error” to be knowingly released on
their own headed proof card, especially for
“publicity purposes”. And how can a stamp stuck to
a card and First Day cancelled ever be described as
being in “unmounted mint” condition?
To top it all, this was a four colour printed (CMYK)
stamp, so there is absolutely no way that the centre
could be inverted without affecting the rest of the
stamp unless the origination materials and cylinders
were created that way on purpose, which they were.

Stamp stuck at far left to allow room for a FDI cancellation. Really!

Harrison / NRM Expensive Page is on Offer
Way too much to charge….

An American
dealer is trying
to sell a page >>
from the NRM
1920s booklet
for an amazing
£3,052.
It is easy to buy
an entire book of
all of the dummies in blocks of
ten for less than
that - and it is
poorly folded in
half!

Meanwhile,
over here
in the UK,
auctioneer
Corbitts
recently
had the
page >>
alongside
on offer at
a far more
acceptable
estimate
of £100.
*
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Minerva or Britannia Head?
A bit less “Britannia Rules” and more “confusion rules”.

In DS59, your compiler illustrated De La Rue Luxury Tax colour trials, stating that they depicted the head of
Britannia.
When writing the piece, it had been thought feasible that a query might result in the use of this terminology
and, sure enough, a regular reader and supporter of this publication wrote: "Re: De La Rue Luxury Tax
Colour Trials described by you as the head of Britannia. I have been calling this the head of Minerva, but I
do know that lots of other people have called it Britannia. Which is it? Whenever I see an image of a statue
of Minerva I recognise it instantly, I find it much less clear with Britannia. If it is Minerva, why would
De La Rue have used that?"
It would seem that the two names are frequently used inter-changeably and not just when discussing stamps.
Neither name seems to be inherently wrong, but there must be a definitive answer, surely?
Many searches on the internet just added to, or proved, the confusion, with comments such as:
"Britannia or Minerva in a chariot...", to describe a piece of chinaware.
“Britannia/Minerva seated on a lion...", describing a British Library-held engraved print.
"Britannia was soon personified as a goddess, looking fairly similar to the goddess Minerva", on the
Wikipedia piece about Britannia.
The book "Round About Piccadilly" states on page 316 that "Britannia turned into Minerva by chipping
Nelson's head off her shield".
Finally, "Britannia" and "Minerva" were both used to describe two identical De La Rue dummy stamp
designs in a well-known GB dealers listing online.
Many more examples could no doubt be quoted, but the message seems clear from the above extracts that
either name is OK in the absence of being able to totally tell who is being depicted.
The term “Britannia head” will continue to be used in Dummy Stamps, as both Robson Lowe and James
Negus are on record as stating that Britannia was the correct term and that Minerva had been used in error
since the early days of the De La Rue dummy stamps. Just don't ask for the reference to this assertion! *

Harrison Coil Testing Perfins

Reader comes up with previously unknown perfin user of H&S labels.

Harrison coil testing labels were once used in BEAM/POKO affixing
machines and examples with perfins are known. ‘D H Evans’ (a
London department store) and now ‘BBL’ (initials meaning unknown at
this time) have been seen, with the latter on offer recently on eBay >>.
If a company used testing labels in a BEAM/POKO machine, then the
labels would be perfinned, as the perfin operation was undertaken
within the machine itself. The Harrison ‘D H Evans’ labels were in fact
from an official trial dating back to 1910.
Harrison supplied sample affixing rolls of their own design to those
authorised to request them, presumably for a fee. Remember - this was
roughly a quarter of a century before the General Post Office could
provide ‘poached eggs’, or similar, for machine testing purposes. *
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Bradbury, Wilkinson Photographic Proof
For those with more money than they know what to do with….

Recently available online for a mighty £1,602, there is nothing to indicate that the item was used as a part of
the production process for any of the stamps depicted and it appears to be just a black and white publicity
photograph of an unidentified display. The size was not shown, but it was unlikely to be remotely life-size
of the actual stamps. *

Any Ideas?
A reader would welcome details of scans

If anyone can supply any information
about the peacock savings stamp and
the 1973 National Exhibition of Cage
Birds, kindly get in touch.
Both have the potential for being
Harrison productions. *
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Harrison and Shakespeare
Source of defaced Shakespeare labels found.

An interesting partial black and white scan that shows where the sheet of ten was taken from. It is understood
that this specific item is not in the public domain, but in an institutional collection, although others may exist
publicly for other colours. *

BDT of Ireland is no More
The demise of this printer has gone virtually unrecorded.

BDT was founded in 1981 as a subsidiary of Irish Security Stamp
Printing Ltd (1976) specifically to serve the overseas philatelic
market. It was a family run security printing firm based in Dublin,
Ireland, dedicated to the production of postage stamps and related
products.

The BDT logo.

BDT produced postage stamps in a variety of formats on both PVA
gummed stamp paper and self-adhesive stamp paper – sheet formats,
sheetlets, miniature and souvenir sheets, gummed stamp booklets,
prestige stamp booklets and self-adhesive booklets and coils.
When An Post sourced its stamps elsewhere, the company simply
shut-up-shop around 2016, according to a leading Irish collector.
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Engraving Plates Made in Sheffield for the American Market
Some were even used to produce the dies for United States dummy stamps in addition to normal postage stamps.

While searching through online auction lots, some American Bank Note Company original dies (the metal
items, not proof pulls) were noticed by your compiler. They were of American dummy stamps and further
examination revealed that the reverses made mention of a British company based in Sheffield. There were
several dummy dies on offer, but the reverse of just one example is shown here, rust markings included,
along with a close-up of a Rembrandt dummy die design and the issued version pulled from the die.

Subsequent checks on Google revealed that John Sellers & Sons was a cutlery
manufacturer based at 151 Arundel Street that also manufactured steel and
copper plates for engravers. They opened a New York office that clearly
would have been responsible for supplying the once mighty American Bank
Company engravers. The dagger entwined with the letter S was their logo,
as registered in 1838 and shown above on its side.

Note

Would they have supplied the plates for British stamps too? It is not a name that
appears to have been encountered before in the British literature of the hobby. *

Royal Mail and its Colour Swatches

A reader kindly
advised that
“Royal Mail Red”
is a colour that
is a registered
trade mark of
the company.
The imprint
(above) from an
official RM
document
(alongside)
records this. *

a ap

Clarification provided regarding the red colour…

...and finally
I always welcome details of new dummy finds from
printers past and present, and so invite you to write via
my Guest Book at stampprinters.info/guestbook.htm,
where requests to subscribe to DS can also be made.
Business, family and other commitments to the hobby
mean that I cannot guarantee that I can rigidly stick to a
publishing programme and therefore suggest that you
visit stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm every so
often where PDF files of this and all future and previous
issues of Dummy Stamps will be available to download
and print-off.
Thank you. *
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